
REPOBT ON ELECT HICAL RESISTIVITY SURVEY 

GRIPP LAKE PHOPEBTY, TASHOTA AREA

FOB 

ALATOH CORPORATI

INTRODUCTION o.assezzaz 63.67' * ^ET LAKE 010

The Gripp Lake property of Alator Corporation consists of eleven 

(11) claims HC8821 to KK8824 incl., KK8826. KK8828 to KI88X inclusive, located 

in the Kowkash Mining Division. District of Thunder Bay, Province of Ontario.

The claims are approximately ten miles north of the town of 

Tashota and the C.N.B. They are most readily accessible by trail from Gripp 

Lake about U-j miles to the north, on which aircraft can land.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

Government geological maps indicate that the property is underlain 

by Couchiching sediments. This sane series of rocks is the host for the Teck- 

Hughes copper discoveries about two miles to the northeast.

GEOPHYSICAL SUHVEY

The property was surveyed using an electrical geophysical method. 

Sixty-cycle alternating current was introduced into the ground through 

electrodes spaced three miles apart. Potential differences were measured 

between probes spaced 100 feet apart using a vacuum-tube voltmeter.

The apparent average resistivity of the ground in the vicinity 

of the potential probes was calculated and plotted logarithmically.

DISCUSSIOM OF GEOPHYSICAL RESULTS

Sulphide deposits, shear zones and graphitic zones are better con 

ductors of electricity than other rock types and, therefore, are indicated by 

low resistivities. Overburden, particularly swampy ground, is generally a better 

conductor than bare rock, and somewhat lower resistivities would be expected in
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swab areas i or areas of deep overburden.

There is little variation io the resistivity values over the 

northern portion of the property. A broad area of sonewhat lower resistivity 

near the central part of the property is believed to be a reflection of over 

burden conditions. The most favourable section of the property is believed to 

lie in the south-east corner where two East-Nest trending areas of low resistivity 

have been outlined. These anomaly areas probably indicate shear zones along which 

sulphide mineralization may be expected.

aSCOIBiEKOATIONS

It is rdconmended that geological mapping be carried out in the 

southern portion of the property to guide further work. If no rock exposures 

can be found in the anoaaly areas t a limited amount of trenching or diamond 

drilling to test the anomalies is justified.

This work should be carried out in close co-operation with the 

owners of the claims to the east i' practical.

Respectfully submitted,

MINING GEOPHYSICS CORPORATION LIMITED

J. C. Frantz, N. B. Keevil,
Geologist. Geologist and Geophysicist.

t

November 16, 1955.
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